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Chapter 142  

 

Bella’s beautiful eyes widened in shock, but she did not take it over.  

 

She did not expect Justin to carry around the jewelry box with him.  

 

“Anna feels embarrassed to accept your gift, so we’ll take it on her behalf.”  

 

Before Bella could react, Sasha snatched the box from Justin.  

 

Sasha opened it and saw a gleaming purple-jade bracelet inside.  

 

The jade was gorgeous and high-grade.  

 

Bella could see that it was an expensive jade that could not be bought just anywhere in the world. If she 

had received this gift from Justin before their divorce, she would have jumped in joy.  

 

However, at this moment, all her joy was buried under a thick layer of ice.  

 

Belated love was worthless, just like belated gifts.  

 

“Ha! Although I’m not an appraiser, I can tell that this jade bracelet must be expensive due to its 

translucency. Thanks, Mr. Salvador.”  

 

Suddenly, Sasha raised her hand and threw the jade bracelet. Her gaze was sharp and ruthless.  

 

The purple jade bracelet shattered into pieces between Bella and Justin.  

 



Seeing that his efforts literally shattered in front of him, Justin looked defeated and paled.  

 

Bella was so shocked that she clenched her fists and did not dare to look at Justin.  

 

“Madam Sasha, what do you mean by this?! This is Mr. Salvador’s gift to Ms. Brown. Even if you don’t 

accept it, you shouldn’t ruin it like this!” Ian took a step forward. His face was red with anger.  

 

“Mr. Salvador, why didn’t you give it to Anna before your divorce? Why are you only showing her 

kindness after your divorce? Are you unwilling because Anna has a new lover? Are you here to humiliate 

Anna using this method? Are you deliberately trying to make her life difficult?!”  

 

Sasha stepped on the broken jade bracelet with her sharp stilettos and crushed it further. “Anna has 

accepted this gift. If you have any self-respect, you’ll go back to Savrow as soon as possible. You’re not 

welcome in Hatchbay!”  

 

Every word felt like an arrow piercing Justin’s heart.  

 

Justin’s Adam’s apple bobbed as he looked at Bella for the last time with a shattered gaze.  

 

Bella’s heart trembled. She avoided his gaze and stepped forward to pull Sasha back.  

 

“Let’s go home.”  

 

“Young Madam… You…” Ian was extremely disappointed when he saw that Bella did not intend to stand 

up for Justin.  

 

Even Ian felt heartbroken, not to mention Justin.  

 

“Alright, let’s go home. Don’t let insignificant people ruin our mood.” Sasha took Bella’s arm fondly and 

left.  

 



Mila glanced at Justin’s pale face, shook her head, and scoffed. “You brought this upon yourself.”  

 

When Bella returned home, she no longer had to pretend to be cold and unfeeling. Her whole body felt 

hollow.  

 

She thought of the broken bracelet and Justin’s equally broken eyes. Suddenly, her heart felt bitter.  

 

Bella knew that Mila and Sasha were trying to vent their anger, but they went a little overboard.  

 

This made it seem like she was the bad guy.  

 

“Bella!”  

 

At this time, Axel ran to Bella, panting heavily. “Drew is fighting with Dad again! Dad even hit him!” 


